
    

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM: Winnipeg 
 I am a NEW volunteer 

  I am a RETURNING volunteer 
  Please provide a VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION CERTIFICATE 

VOLUNTEER IDENTIFICATION   
Last Name Surname at birth First Name Middle Name Birth (yy / mm / dd) 

      /        /  
Sex   

 M     F 
Address City Postal Code 

Tel (home) Tel (cellular) Tel (work) Email 

Driver’s License No. (Attach license photocopy also) Expiry yy / mm / dd 

/        / 
Driving Experience (years) Do you have license restrictions? 

______________________   NO 

Do you drive standard? 

 YES     NO 

ORGANIZATION REPRESENTED  Manta Swim Club  Corporate  Community 

 Swimmer Name ________________________ Company _________________________________  

DECLARATION   
CRIMINAL OFFENCE(S) 
 I have not been convicted of a criminal offence in Canada or elsewhere or, if I have been convicted of a criminal offence, I have obtained a pardon. 
 I have been convicted, in Canada or elsewhere, of one or more criminal offences. 
PENDING CHARGE(S) 
 I am not subject to any pending charges for a criminal offence in Canada or elsewhere. 
 I am subject to one or more pending charges, in Canada or elsewhere, for one or more criminal offences. 
COURT ORDER(S) 
 I am not subject to any court order made against me in Canada or elsewhere.           
 I am subject to one or more court orders made against me in Canada or elsewhere. 
If any of your responses to the statements given in the self-declaration are affirmative, please provide details in the space provided below. 

OFFENCE/CHARGE/ORDER DATE PLACE OF THE EVENT 

   

   

   
I authorize Operation Red Nose (ORN) and any police service with jurisdiction over any or all parts of the province in which I reside to conduct a criminal record check to ensure that 
I meet the selection criteria set out by ORN that appear on this form. However, only judicial antecedents that ORN deems to be incompatible with the volunteer’s assignment will be 
taken into account. If my assignment requires the driving of a road vehicle, I authorize ORN and any police force to check the validity of my driver’s licence. I also give my consent 
to the police force to forward the results of the background checks to ORN. A false declaration will result in the refusal of the application. Furthermore, between the time I submit this 
form and the time I participate as a volunteer, I will inform ORN of any new charge(s) against me relating to an offence and any conviction(s) in connection with such an offence. In 
accordance with the relevant legislation, ORN and its representative agree to protect the confidentiality of all information and data about the organization’s clients and volunteers. 
Any declaration form that has not been signed or that contains unanswered questions will be considered incomplete and returned to sender. I also agree to comply with the 
volunteer commitment set out on the back of this form, which I have read and understood. I certify that the information provided in this declaration is accurate and complete. 

DATE  SIGNATURE  
* This volunteer application form is valid for the 2019 campaign only. It is subject to approval and can be revoked at any time. 
 By checking this box, I consent to the use of my name, image and likeness in the form of photographs for promotional purposes by Operation Red Nose, its partners, affiliates, agents, 

employees, representatives, licensees and assigns, without notification or compensation. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   Selection Criteria 
Incompatible offences if 
committed within the last 5 
years 

Sex: Prostitution (solicitation), Violence: Assault, trespassing at night, uttering threats, intimidation, harassment, indecent telephone calls, mischief, arson 
causing damage to property, firearms (possession, omission), Theft, fraud: Impersonation, Drugs: Possession, Other: Breach of condition or probation, 
obstructing a peace officer, other criminal charges 

Incompatible offences at all 
times 

Sex: Sexual assault or assault with a weapon, indecent acts, procuring, child pornography, corrupting children, bawdy house, rape, Violence: Kidnapping, 
attempted murder, homicide, aggravated assault, confinement, extortion, arson with disregard for human life, firearms (unauthorized use, trafficking) 
Theft, fraud: Breaking and entering, robbery, corruption, Driving: Offence causing death or bodily harm, Drugs: Trafficking, importing cultivating, Other: Arrest, 
warrant 

Offences resulting in limited 
acceptance 

Theft, fraud: Theft, fraud (accepted as an escort driver during sanction), Driving: Flight, dangerous operation of a motor vehicle, refusal to comply with a 
demand, operation while impaired (accepted as a Navigator during prohibition), unpaid tickets (tickets must be paid before volunteering) 

VOLUNTEER COMMITMENT 
I agree to take all necessary precautions to ensure the safety of my team and of Operation Red Nose clients by complying with, among others, the traffic laws in   my province (speed limits, use of seatbelts, 
signage, parking, etc.). Operation Red Nose is not responsible for any ticket received during the course of my volunteer duties, return to Operation Red Nose all amounts given to me (donations, tips, gifts, etc.), 
and comply with the Operation Red Nose code of ethics. 
Sobriety: I must not consume any alcohol on the day I work with Operation Red Nose. 
Confidentiality: All information about Operation Red Nose clients and volunteers that is disclosed to me will remain confidential and will not be used for any purpose other than to fulfill the mandate conferred 
upon me. I will also not discuss any details with other volunteers that could be used to identify a client or volunteer. 
Courtesy: I will show patience and courtesy toward clients at all times. 
Free service: Operation Red Nose is a free service. I will never solicit donations, but if clients wish to make a donation, I will thank them. 
Fatigue:  Operation Red Nose volunteers must often deal with fatigue, and its effects at night must not be underestimated. Therefore, I will not overestimate my capabilities and, if necessary, I will take a nap 
before reporting for duty as an Operation Red Nose volunteer. 
Mutual respect: All Operation Red Nose volunteers, whether they work in the headquarters or on the road, deserve my full respect and consideration. 
If I do not honour my commitment, Operation Red Nose reserves the right to terminate my participation as a volunteer for the current and future campaigns. The decision of Operation Red Nose is 
final. 

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES 

Escort Driver: Escorts the drive team in their own vehicle. 
Age 18 or older.  Valid Class 5 Driver’s License 

Driver: Drives the client’s vehicle.  Age 21 or older. Valid 
Class 5 driver’s license and a vehicle. 

Navigator: Rides with the Driver in the client’s vehicle.  
Age 18 or older.  Driver’s License NOT required. 

INFORMATION 
Thank you for joining Operation Red Nose to help make the roads safer! Please visit us at www.rednosewpg.ca to schedule your volunteer shifts.  
We will forward your application to the Winnipeg Police Service for the Criminal Record Check at no cost to you. When it is returned, we will email additional volunteer 
information. 
When you volunteer, please bring photo ID, your valid driver’s license (escort drivers and drivers), and proof of insurance (escort drivers). 

Operation Red Nose, PO Box 1711, Winnipeg, Manitoba   R3C 2Z6               ph.: (204) 794-7339  email: info@rednosewpg.ca 
 

http://www.rednosewpg.ca/
http://www.rednosewpg.ca/

